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Act I

A clearing in a wood. 
In a Bohemian village a shooting contest has just ended. The villagers are
celebrating Kilian’s victory against Max, one of the best shooters in the
realm but now derided for his defeat. Max is soothed by Kuno, the prince’s
gamekeeper and father of Agathe, who is betrothed to Max. Kuno reminds
his aspiring son-in-law that, as required by tradition, if he wishes to marry
his daughter, he must first win the shooting contest to be held the next day,
in the presence of Prince Ottokar. Max fears he may not pass this test and
will thus lose his beloved Agathe. The marksman Kaspar offers to help him
and, to win his companion’s trust, plies Max with drugged wine. Then he
loads his gun with a magic bullet and hands it to Max, who shoots down an
eagle which would otherwise have been an impossible feat. Max then de-
cides to go with Kaspar to the Wolf’s Glen, where he can forge other magic
bullets. Kaspar invokes the aid of Samiel, “the Dark Hunter” and incarnation
of the Devil, to whom he has bequeathed his soul. 

Act II

A room in the gamekeeper’s lodge. 
Waiting in trepidation far Max, Agathe is perturbed by sad forebodings. In
vain the young Ännchen tries to cheer her up. When Max arrives, to calm his
beloved he tells her about his amazing shot that killed the eagle. But he also
tells her that he is going this very night to the Wolf’s Glen. Agathe and Änn-
chen attempt to prevent him, but to no avail. 

The haunted glen. 
Surrounded by invisible spirits, Kaspar initiates the infernal rite. In exchange
for an extension of his own Iife, he offers Max’s soul to Samiel and then asks
him for seven magic bullets. Legend has it in fact that the first six bullets are
always destined to hit the chosen target, whilst the seventh follows a trajec-
tory willed by the DeviI. So Samiel can use that bullet to kill the young
Agathe. The Evil Spirit consents and Max watches the casting of the en-
chanted lead. When the seventh bullet – that of the Devil – is forged, Max
and Kaspar drop to the ground. Samiel appears and stretches out his hand
towards Max. 
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Act III

A wood. 
Max has scored bull’s-eyes on all the targets. Of the magic bullets only the
seventh – that of the Devil – now remains at his disposal. 

Agathe’s room. 
Agathe’s marriage preparations are disturbed by nightmares and gloomy
presages, but Ännchen encourages her friend as she goes off, preceded by
her bridesmaids, to the wedding ceremony. 

A romantic landscape. 
The hunters are celebrating the joys of hunting and shooting. To test Max’s
skills, as established by tradition, Prince Ottokar orders him to shoot down a
dove. Max fires and, at the same instant, Agathe – who had in vain attempt-
ed to stop him – falls to the ground. With the aid of the hermit, it is found
that Max’s bullet has not hit the giri, but – guided by Samiel – has instead
mortally wounded Kaspar. Max then confesses that he was corrupted by
Kaspar and used magic bullets. Ottokar condemns him to exiIe and only the
words of the holy hermit persuade the prince to grant forgiveness. If within
a year Max has expiated his blame, he will be allowed to marry Agathe. The
divine mercy is celebrated by all.

(Traduzione di Rodney Stringer) 


